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ABSTRACT

The Inland EmpireJob Corps Center is continually in need oflong-temi,middle to high
salary vocations. The introduction of the Basic Firefighting Technology course will
provide trainees one more option in their choice of a career. The basic course is
designed to ensure completion through continue remediation. Upon completion,the
trainee will be awarded a certificate certifying the trainee asafirefighter L
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CHAPTER ONE

Bacl^round
Introduction

The content of Chapter One presents an overview ofthe Fire Technology
Curriculum project. The context ofthe problem is discussed followed by the purpose
and significance ofthe project. Next,the limitations and delimitations that apply to this

project are reviewed. Finally,a definition ofterms is presented.
Context of the Problem

The need for a Fire Technology course has increased due to the requirement of
placing Job Corps trainees in long-term, middle to high salary vocations. The

requirement ofjong-terlh,jipuddl^

high salary is dictated toJob Corps by the

Department ofDabor under which Job Corps falls. Currently,the Inland Empire Job
Corps Center has 17 vocational areas and over 300 trainees. Therefore,the Inland
Empire Job Corps Center is continually reviewing new vocational training areas. The

key to Job Corps trainee employability is for Job Corps to provide the widest spectra of
employment options.

Training opportunities in the Fire Technology field are extremely limited in the
San Bernardino area. Crafton Hills College offers an Associates of Science Degree in
Fire Science. However,only a very small percentage ofJob Corps trainees can meet the
enrollment requirements. The only other Fire Technology training programs available
are high school programs offered through Regional Occupation Programs(ROP). One
is the Baldy View ROP,located 40-milesfrom the Inland Empire Job Corps Center,and
the other is the Murrieta ROP,located 60-milesfrom the Inland Empire Job Corps
Center. Job Corps trainees are restricted from attending either ofthe ROPs due to the
distances involved and the entrance requirements.

The basic premise of the firefighter'sjob has not changed since the early
beginnings offirefighting. The basic goal has always been,and continues to be^to save

lives and property. In recent years firefighting has become more high tech with the
addition of computers and body heat detecting devices. Another area in which

Srefighting has advanced is injob selection: Today firefighting has become more
specialized. In the past a firefighter was expected to be able to combat any type offire.

The currentfirefighter caa specialize in such areas as wildland firefighting,aircraft
firefighting,hazardous materials,structural firefighting,and emergency services. The

bestjob opportunitiesfor employment exists in the areas of wildland and aircraft
firefighting. The worst opportunity for employment is in the area of structural
firefighting. The reason that structural firefighting provides the worst employment

opportunity is due to the immense competition for a limited number of openings.
Purpose ofthe Project
The purpose ofthis project was to design a one-semester course curriculum in fire
technology for Job Corps trainees. Specifically, the curriculum was designed to serve
trainees assigned to the Inland Empire Job Corps Center. The content ofthe cufnculurn
consists offire chemistry,fire suppression techniques,salvage and overhaul, ventilation,
rescue,fire hose,hose lays,ladders, breathing apparatus,and ground cover fires.
Significance ofthe Project
The lack ofa current Fire Technology training program limits the employment

possibilities ofInland Empire Job Corps Center trainees. The fire technology curriculum
will provide Job Corps trainees with one more valuable skill to aid in their goal to gain
and maintain meaningful employment after graduating from the Job Corps training
program.

Limitations and Delimitations

A number oflimitations and delimitations surfaced during the development oftliis
project. These limitations and delimitations are presented in the next section;

Limitations. Thefollowing limitations apply to this project.
1. The Fire Technology course was developed based on the guidelines given by the

International Fire Service Training Association for certification as a firefighterI.

2. The Fire Technology course was developed based on the available training facilities
present at die Inland Empire Job Corps Center.
3. The Fire Technology course was developed based on the Department ofLabor's
training guidelines.

4. The Fire Technology course yvas developed based on the Inland Empire Job Corps
Center training guidelines.
Delimitations. The following delimitations apply to this project.

1. The Fire Technology curriculum was developed specifically to meetthe International
Fire Service Training Association requirementsfor certification as a firefighter I.
2. The Fire Technology curriculum does not have to conform to the requirements of the
San Bernardino City Unified School District.

3. The Fire Technology curriculum was developed to utilize the training facilities
available at the Inland Empire Job Corps Center.

4 The Fire Technology curriculum is designed to incorporate the additional training
required for certification as a wildland firefighter in the state of California.
Definition ofTerms

The following terms are defined as they apply to this project.
Combustion—The self-sustaining process of rapid oxidation ofafuel being reduced by a
oxidizing agent along with the evolution of heat and light.

Direct Attack—Anyfirefighting action taken directly against the flames,
Double Female Coupling—Used to connecttwo sections ofsaine diameterfire hose at
the'nialecoupling-end.
Double Male Coupling—Used to connect two sections ofsame diameterfife hose atthe
female coupling end.

Forward Lay—A fire hose laying bperatipn which has the fire pumper stopping first at a
Water source and then laying hose to the fire scene.
Gated Wve—A fire hose connection which allows two 1 1/2inch hpse lines to be

Ground Cover Fire—Wildland fires in weeds,grass,field crops,and similar yegetation,
• '^exceptingfbfests.;/
Halogen Tool—A rescue tool with a large pry on one end of a metalbar and a small pry

Hydrant Wrench—A tool designed to turn oh/off water hydrants and to tighten/loosen

hose couplings. ' V'

Indirect Attack—Anyfire attack cohsisting of controltechniques applied at varying

Nomex 111—Chemically treated cloth designed to be fire retardant. Used in shirts, pants,

hoodSfand gloves.

^

bVerhauF-Dperations which consistofthe search for and extinguishment of hidden or
remaining fires.'

: .-./v/'/' ■

Perimeter Control—A fire line established around afire to stopits progress.

Pick-Headed Ax--A firefighting tool with an ax blade on one side ofthe head and a pick
on the other side ofthe head.

Pike Pole—A six to eightfootlong pole with a metal spike and hoOk on the end.
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Reverse Lay—An operation consistmg ofthe pumper stopping first at the fire scene to

deploy fire hose and then laying a supply line to a water^^s^^
Salvage—Operation which consists ofthose methods ahd operating procedures allied to
firefighting which aid in reducing fire, water,and snipke damage during and after
fires.

Tetrahedron—Four sided pyramid representing fuel,temperature,oxygen,and cheinical
chain reaction.

Thermal Balance—The movement of heated gases towardthe ceiiing and afterthe

of the confined space.

Ventilati6n--The systematic removal of heated air,smoke,and gasesfront a structure,
.Orgahizationpfthe Project. ■

and delimitations,and definition ofterms. Chapter Two GOhsists of a review ofthe

literature. Chapter Three outlines the population to be served and the project design.
Chapter Four reviewkthe budget required for implementing the project. Chapter Five

presents the conclusions and recommendations gleamed from the project. The project
and references follow Chapter Five.

CHAPTER TWO

Review ofthe Literature
Introduction

Gha]pter Two consists ofa discussion,ofthe relevantliteraturev Specifically,
history and those areas pertaining to basicflrefighting techniques which are required to

meetthe performance objectivesforfirefighter certification tp level I, Some years ago
the fire service recognized the need for professional standardsforfirefighters.
Representativesof all the majorfire service organizations in the IJnited States naet and
formulated NFPA Standard No.lOOl,Fire Fighter Professionai Qualifications.
History ofFirefighting
The earliest method ofcombating fire was simply to throw water on to fire using
anything of a convenient size that would hold water. Beating out theflames using
branches or skins were another approach to combating fires, hdany fires,once they had
gained a hold on the material which was burning,werejust left to bum themselves out
because the means ofextinguishment available were inadequate for a fierce blaze. One
of the earliest recorded efforts to establish a trained fire department was in 12B.C. when

Emperor Augustus of Rome organized 7000freemen into seven firefighting battalions.
The members of this fire department were also trained in fire prevention and regularly
made inspections ofkitchens,heating apparatus,and available water supplies.
Colonial America,with its narrow streets and wood construction, was destined to

bum. All Colonial America seemed to be built of wood,and the danger offire was

recognized early. Governor Pete Stuyvesant of New Amsterdam(today New York)

ordered fire wardens to patrol the streets of Manhattan at night. The wardens were

distinguished by their long capes and noisemakers,and the watch became known as the
Rattle Watch. A New Amsterdam law of 1648 ordered that no more wooden chimneys

be built. Boston passed a law in 1654thatrequired each householder to have a ladder

long enough to reach the ridge ofthe roof and to havea pole about 12feetlong, with a
good large swob on the end. Laws were enforced to keep buckets,bags,and fire

apparatusin readinessfor use. Fire fighting was the concern of all. As one observer

noted,"...the able- bodied man or boy whofailed to obey the first sttnamons of the

alarm bell,and to work to the best of his ability till the fire was over, would have utterly
'lostcaste.''^;.

Early fire departrnents were strictly on a vblunteer basis. Equipment waslimited
and highly prized. Benjamin Franklin organized the first volunteerfire company in
Philadelphia in 1736. Each member of the fire company was required to furnish,at his

own expense,six biickets and two stronglinen bags. In 1730 New York City imported
two fire enginesfrom Holland. George Washington was a member of the Volunteer Fire

Company ofAlexandria,Virginia,which in 1775 purchased afire engine. In 1852the
first telegraphic fire alarm system was set up in Boston. Cincinnati began the United

State'sfirst salaried fire departmentin 1853,and in 1865 New York abolished its
volunteer companies.

,

Now thoughtof asprofessionalfirefighters,the firefighter ofthe mid-1850s was a

far cry from the professional firefighter oftoday. Training wasfor the most part

non-existent and firefighters were regarded as colorful rogues. Mostimportantto the
firefighter was to be the firsteompany id ppt wateron theblaze; From the mid-1850s till
the endofthe century there existed a StrOng rivalry between fire companies to be first to
draw water. This rivalry made it acceptable to trip firefighters of other companies,

mangle their fire hose or otherwise preventthem from the glory of proclaiming,"First

Water.'' Many a disappointed property owner watched everything bum to the ground,as
firefighters battled each other. There also existed insurance firecompanies. When an

7

insurance brigade arrived at afire,itfirst cheeked to see ifthe property bore the
insiirance naaricfor their cOtnpapy. Ifthe property bpre the right mark,the brigade

eageriy wentto wpik to saS^the property, Ifanother naark wasfoundjthe brigade

quietly stepped aside nr slipped hack toits firpi starinn tHisfOrir Fims nf Amerira
■1984).

The firefighters of the early 1900s were professiorial in their desire to save lives

andproperty, at the expense of their oWn, but Were hampered by poor training. Until
1981 there did not exist a standard training guide nor a standard certification system

within the Fire Protection career field. Department and agency personnel conducted
their own trainingand certifications without standard guidance. In 1981, members of the

InternationalFire Service Training Association (IFSTA) developed a program which
became the recognized standard that all members of fire departments and agencies were

required to meet. This training ensured that a firefighter trained to a levell
certification in California would meet the same performance objectives as a firefighter
trained in Texas or Maine.

Fire Chemisti*y

Effective found control and extinguishment requires a basic understanding Of the
chemical and physical nature of fire. This understandingincludes information describing
sources of heat energy, composition and characteristics of fuels and environmental
conditions necessary to sustain the combustion process. Combustion is the

self-sustainingprocess of rapid oxidation of a fuel beingreduced by an oxidizing agent
along with the evolution of heat and light; Most fires involve a fuel that is chemically

combined with the oxygen normally found in atmospheric air. Atmospheric air contains
21% oxygen, 78% nitrogen, and 1% of other gases. Heat is a form of energy that may be
described as a condition of 'matter in motion' caused by the movement of molecules.

All matter containssome heat regairdlesaof how low the temperature is because

molecules are constantly moving. The four general categoriesof heatare chemical,
electrical, mechanical,and nuclear.

The initiation ofcombustion requires the conversion Offuel into the gaseous state
by heating. The second phase in initiating combustion is the mixture ofthe fuel vapor
with an oxidizerV The mixture of the fuel vapor and air niust be within the flammable

range. The upper and lower limits of Concentration of vapor in air will allow flame
propagation when contacted by a source ofignition. When the properfuel vapor and air
mixture has been achieved,it hiustthen be raised to its ignitiontemperature, Th®

flaming mode ofcombustion isrepresented by the tetrahedron(afour sided figure)
with thefour sides representing fuel,temperature,oxygen,and the uninhibited chemical
chain reaction, tintemational Fire Service Training Association essentials offire
fighting. 1990).

Suppression Techniques

A fire suppression attack fallsinto ohe of three types. The most efficient use of
water on freebuming fires is made by a direct attackfrom a close position with a solid

stream ofpenetrating fog pattern on the base ofthe fire. The water should be applied
directly On the burning fuelsin short bursts until the fire darkens down. Water streams

should not be applied for toolong a time or the thermal balance will be upset. Thermal
balance is the movement ofheated gases toward the ceiling and after the application of
fire streams thatincludes the spread ofexpanding steam to all areas of the confined
space. Ifwater steams are applied for an excessive length oftime,the stream begins to
condense causing the smoke to drop rapidly to the floor and move sluggishly thereafter.

When firefighters are unable to enter the structure due to intense conditions in
confined locations,an indirect attack can be made. The indirect attackis not desirnble

where victims may yet be ttapped or where the spread offire to hnihvolved areas
be contained. The nozzle setting will rahge from a penetrating fog pattern to a moderate

fog pattern and should be directed at the ceiling and played back and forth in the super
heated gases at the ceiling level. Directing the stream into the superheated atmosphere
hear the ceiling results in the production oflarge quantities ofsteam. The steam should
be shut down before disturbing the thermal balance. Once the fire has been darkened

down the hoseline can be advanced to extinguish any remaining hotspots with a direct
attack.

The Combination method utilized the steam generating technique ofceiling ievel

attack combined with an attack on materials burning near the floor level,/the nozile is
moved in an'0' pattern starting with a penetrating for stream directed into the heated

gases at the ceiling level add then dropped down to attack the eombustibles burning near
the floor level. When performing the'O' pattern the stream should bedirected at the

ceiling and rotated clockwise with the stream edge reachin^g the ceiling,wall,floor,and
opposite wall. Allsuppression techniques revolve aroUnd the need to disrupt the fire

tetmhedron by disrupting the chemical reaction between oxygen,heati,and fuel.
(Intemational Fire Service Training Association fire streams. 1994V.

Sah^age and'Overhaul:vv ^ ■
Salvage work in thefire service consists ofthose methods and opemting

procedures allied to firefightihg which aid in reducing fire; water,and smoke damage

during and afterfire. A portion ofthese damages can be attributed to the necessary
operations of applyirig water,ventilating a buildingjand searching forfire throughout a ;
structure. These procedures cannot be entirely eliminated,butimproved techniquesin
fire extinguishment plus prompt and effective Use ofgood salvage procedures results in a
more systematic approach to minimize these losses. Some damage can be averted by
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either wiring or removing property anddeviating water outside the structure.
Overhaul operatiohs consist of the search for and extinguishment of hidden or
remaining fires; placing the building, its contents, and the fire area in a safe condition;
determihing the cause of the fire; and feGOgnizihg and preserving any evidence of arson.

Salvage and overhaul may spmetimes beperformed simultaneously, but overhaul

generally follows salvage operations. When effective salvage procedures precede a
through and systematic Overhaul, the result willhave a significant effect uponreducing

the extent of the loss and facilitate promptrestoration of the property to full productive
use. IlntemationalFire Service Training Association salvage and overhaul 1994);
■Wenfilatiom; - ;
yentilationis the systematic removalof heated air, smoke, and gases from a
structure followed by the replacement of a supply Of cooler air, which facilitates Other

firefighters priorities. The importance of ventilation cannotbe pverlopked. Ventilation
increases visibility for quicker location of the seat of the fire. Ventilation also decreases
the danger to trapped occupants by channeling away hot, toxic gaSes and it reduces the

chance of bacfcdraft. The two basic types of ventilation are vertical and horizontal;
Vertical ventilationis achieved by channeling smoke and gases threugh an opening

at the highest part pfa strnctUre. Verticalventilation shouldnever be usedif thefire is
more than tWO stories below the highest part of the structure td ensufe that flames are not

suGked into unbumed upper levels. Horizontal ventilation is achieved by channeling

smoke and gases through openings iPcatedon the fire floor. The first step in horizontal
ventilation is to open the upper windows oh the leeWard side pfthe structure. The
second step in horizontal ventilation is to open the lower Windowsdp the Windward side

of the structure. By opening the leeward side Windows first, the fireis not giveh an
influx of fresh oxygen, tlnternational Fire Services Training Association rescue
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procedures.19921
Rescue

Rescue procedures cover a wide area of trainmg requiremeuts. These procedures

indude such areas as tJie type ofrescue to perform;from a burning or coilapsed
structure,from a wrecked vehicle,or trapped undergrouad. Alsoincluded are different
search patterns,victim carries,and specialized equipment. Regardless ofthe type of

rescue being performed,personal protectionforfirefighters during arescue operationis
absolutely necessary,

Afirefighter needs protection against the weather,excessive heat,andfire gases,
and should nottake unnecessary during rescue operations. Standard firefighting

clothing,such as helmet,coat,pants,gloves,and rubber boots will be providefair body

protection,and boots should be equipped with steel insoles to protectthefeetfrom
puncture wounds. Thelungs and respiratory tract probably m_ore vulnerable toinjury
than any other body area, The use ofself-contained pi-otective breathing equipment

should be required. A forcible entry tool should be carried by the rescuer to aid entry
and mostimpojtant to allow egress ifa means ofretreatis cut off. In additional,a
helmet or beltlight should be carried, flntemational Fire Service Training Association
rescue procedures. 1992).
Tire Hose

The tennfire hoseidentifies a t3pe offlexible tube used byfirefighters to carry

water under pressurefrom tire source ofsupply to a point where itis discharged. In order
to be reliable,fire hose should be constructed of the best materials and should not be

used for purposes other tlian lirefighting. Fire hose is the most used item in the fire
service and the wayin whichitis used requimsit to beflesble,watertight,have a
smooth lining,and a durable covering.
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Fire hose is classified by its size(inside diameter)and by materialfrom which itis

constructed^ Present-day lire hose is made of many materiais which may be susceptible
to deterioration and weaTjand it can be madein several gmdes and degrees of Quality.

The three basic construction methods offire hose are braided,wrapped;a^ woven.

Some of the majorfibers being used in the construction ofthe outerjacket offire hose
me cotton,nylon,rayon,vinyl,and polyesterfibem. Fire hose is usually cutand coupled

intolengths of50feetfor convenience of handling and replacement,but otherlengths
can be obtained. Hydrant supply hosescan be as short asfourfeet,and brush hose comes
in lengths of100feet. Several importantfactsto rememberinclude thatfire hose must
withstand relatively high pressures,be able to transpbif Water with a minimum loss in

pressure,and be sufficientlyflexible to permitloading ihto a hose compartment without
occupying excessive space, tlnternational Fire Service Training Association hose
practices. 1^4).

Thefirstlayout practicesin the days before the installation of pumps on motorfire
apparatus wasfrom the hydrant(or sources of water supply)tofhe fire and became
kndwn as the'Forward Lay.' The operation consists ofstopping the fire apparatus at the
water supply source and permitting the hydrant person to safely leave thefire apparatus
and secure the hose,after which the apparatus proceeds to thefire lajdng either a single
Or dualline offire hose.

Sometimesit is necessary to place fire apparatus at the source of water supply to
feed the hOselines with adequate pressure and volume. This operation makes it necessary

for the pumper to lay hoselinesin reverse(from the fire to the water supply sourCe),
Because ofits nature,it became loiown as the'Reverse Lay.' The operation consists of

stopping thefire apparatus so that a sufficient amountof hose maybe remoUed from the
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hose bed ofthefire apparatus. All toolsthat may be required atthefire should be
unloadedin a safe eonyenientplace before thefire apparatusleavesthescenesince the
fire apparatusis to remain at die water simply source. (Intemadonal Fire Service
Training Association hose practices. 1994h
■Ladders.. .

Although the many subdivisions of firefighting activities require firefighters tduse
a variety of toolsanddevices, fire service laddersare essential in the performance of die
two major fire protection functions of saving lives and extinguishihg fires. Fire service

ladders are similar tO any other ladder in shape, design,andpurpose,but the way in
which they are usedrequires them to be constructedunder rigid specifications. Fire

service ladders range from 14-foqt roof ladders toIB^foot extensionladders. The fire
service also uses vehicle mounted aerial ladders which range in lengths from 65 to 135

feet. Fire service groundladders,likefire hose,are considerably more thanJust a tool or
appliance, since special trainingfor individual skill and team performance is requiredfor
their efficient useat fires. Mechanical power has made possible the use of

power-operated aerial ladders and elevatingplatforms,but hand-operated groundlaMers

will always be reliedupon by firefighters to gainaccess to areas which cannot be reached
by normal means, flntemational Fire Service Training Association ladder practices.

:T996). ■ ^

■,•' :

, V' •

r^ioathing Apparatus; 'ir-Xr;. ■ " ■' ■ ■ ■;; V

Special attention shquldbe devoted to protective breathing equipment. The lungs

andrespiratory tractare probably more vtdnerable to injury than any other body area,
and the gases encounteredin association with fires are, for the most part,dangeroi^in
one way or another. A fuhdamentel ruleintjir^ghting is that no one be permittedto

enter a building that is charged with smoke and gasunless equipped With self-contained
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breathing apparatus. Failure to use this equipment may incapacitate firefighters and

could lead to the failure ofrescue attempts.

The deriiand regulator type of Mf-contained breathing equipment providesface
and respiratory prdtection for the user, but is limited to the aniount of air or oxygen that

is carried in the supply cylinder(about25 minutes). This equipment consists essentially
of a full facemask,corrugated flexible breathing tube,demand regulator, air or oxygen

supply cylinder,and hamess. Most positive--pressure uiiits look almost exactly like the
standard demand units. The cylinder and backpack assemblies are similar. The major

difference is thatinthe positive-pressure unit the diaphragm in the regulator is held open
to create a slight pressure in the low-pressure hose and facepiece. The pressure inside

the facepiece is slightly higher than atmospheric pressure, preventing the entry ofsmoke
particles and toxic gases. Some positive-pressure units can be converted to demand units

by activating a switch. (International Fire Service Training As.sociation self-contained
breathing apparatus. 19881.

"

Ground Cover Fires

Ground cover fires include fires in weeds, grass,field crops,and similar

vegetation,excepting forests. Ground cover fires have characteristics of their own that
are not comparable to other forms offlrefighting. Local topography,fuel type,and

climate present different problems. Once a ground cover fire starts, burning is generally
rapid and continuous. There are many factors that effect ground cover fire behavior, but

the three most important are fuel, weather,and topography. Any one of these three may
be dominant in influencing what an individual fire will do,but usually the combined

strength of all three dictates a fire's behavior. Fuels are generally classified by grouping
togetherfuels with similar burning characteristics. This method classifies ground cover
fuels as ground,surface,and crown fuels. All aspects of the weather have some effect
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upon the behavior of a ground cover fire. Some weatherfactors thatinfluence ground
cover fire behavior are wind,temperature,relative humidity,and precipitation.

Topography refers to the lay of the land and has decided effect upon fire behavior. The

steepness ofthe slope affects both the rate and direction ofthe fire spread. Fire will

usuallymove faster uphill than downhill,and the steeper the slope,the faster the fire will
/move,/

The method used to attack ground cover fires revblyes around perimeter control,
The control line may be established at the burning edge of the fire, next to it, or at a

considerable distance away. The objective is to establish fire breaks that completely
encircle the fire with all the fuel inside the breaks rendered harmless. The direct and

indirect approaches are the two basic attack methodsfor attacking ground cover fires.;
The direct method is action taken directly against the flames. The indirect method
consists ofcontrol techniques applied at varying distance from the advancing fire to halt
its progress,and is generally used against fires that are either'too hot,''too fast,' or'too

big.' Since a ground cover fire is constantly changing,it is quite possible to begin with
one attack method and end with another. Size up must be continued during the fire so
these adjustments can be made when required. (International Fire Service Training
Association ground covers fires. 1988).
Summary

The relevant literature covered the history offirefighting and those firefighting
competencies required to be meetfor certification as a Firefighter 1. Those competencies
are broken into two primary areas. The first are contains those skills required by
firefighters to be able to function in an emergency situation. The second area contains

those skills required by a firefighter to be able to combat a fire.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodology
Introduction

Chapter Three details the steps usedip developing the project. Specifieally,the

pppulatidns served iadiscussed. Next,the eurriculum development process including the
curriculum structure and content validation is presented. Lastly,the existing programs

pre delineated. The Chapter cbhcludes Mth asummary.
Population Served
The project was developed specifically for students age 16to 24 assigned to the

Inland Empire Job Corps Center. The curriculum is appropriate for use in any Job Corps
training center,since it was developed in accordance with both the International Fire

Service Training Association requirements for certification as a firefighter Iand the
Department of Labor's guidelines for Job Corps training courses. These cumculum

guidelines were developed by both the National Association ofFire Chiefs and the Job
Corps training course guideline committee. ,
Curriculum Development

The next section of the project provides an overview ofthe curriculum
development process. Specifically,the curriculum structure and content validation
process are reviewed.

Curriculum Structure. This curriculum was developed in accordance with the

outline putforward by the Inland Empire Job Corps Center. T^ outline consi^ ofthe
following: (1)lesson title,(2)teaching method,(3)references,(4)aids and handouts,(5)
lesson objectives,(6)samples of behavior,(7)organizational pattern,(8)strategy,(9)
lesson outline, and(10)evaluation. The contentfor this cumculum was extracted from

existing programs. Specific content revolves around fire chemistry,suppression
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techniques,salvage and overhaul,ventilation,rescue,fire hose,hose lays,ladders,
breathing apparatus,and ground cover fires. There is no prerequisite for this course.
Content Validation. The contentfor this curriculum was validated by using two
methods. One,an extensive literature review was conducted. The competencies
identified as a essential to obtaining and maintaining meaningful employment were

included in the curriculum. Two,q panel ofexperts in the area offire technology
certification and ROP instruction were assembled. This panel reviewed the curriculum

and made suggestionsforimprovement. The suggestions for improvement made by the

panel were incorporated into the curriculum. Captain Mike WirtzVAcademic Director
for Fire Technology,reviewed and approved the final draft ofthe curriculum.
Existing Programs

The curriculafor two existing ROPfire technology courses were reviewed. One,

the existing program in the Baldy View ROP was examined(Appendix A). The existing

Baldy View ROP program revolves around basic firefighting skills and employment
procedures. Two,the existing program in the Murrieta ROP was examined(Appendix
B). The existing Murrieta ROP program revolves around basic firefighting skills and
wildland firefighting techniques.
Summary

The steps used in the development ofthis project were outlined. The population
served was described as was the curriculum development process. Lastly,the existing

fire technology programs were presented.
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V CHAPTER FOm;- '::/
' •v;^'';RudgeC

;

Introduction

The entire start-up budgetfor this program is about $21,000> This budgetis

items,and instructor cost. As a program under the Department ofLabor,Job Corps is

Organization. Beeuuse the type and ahidunt of equipment that is available at any given
time is impossible to forecast,theinitial start-up budget may vary as much as several
thousand dollars.

Personal Protection Items:

Insulated Fire Boots;10 sets at $90.00 each = $900.00

Nomex III Fire Coat; 10 at $330.00 each = $3,30P 0O
Nomex III Fire Pants; 10 at $280.00each = $2,800.00

Nomex lil Flash Hood;10 at $18.00each =$180.00
Fire Gloves,10 sets at $17.00each = $170.(K)

Fire Helmets; 10 at $130.00 each 5= $1,300.00
Sub-total;$8,650.00

Equipment Items:

■

Halogen Rescue Tool;$150.00

v

Pike Pole;$80.00

Pick-Headed Ax;$55.00

ladder(14-foofroof);$385.00

Ladder(24-foot extension);$865.00
Hydrant Wrench;$50.00
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;

spanner Wreneh;^^

Rope(100feet X 3M

$65.00

Fire Hose(50feet x 2 1/2inch); six sections at $250.00 each =$1,500.00

Fire Hose(50feet x 1 1/2inch); six sections at $175.00 each =$1,050.00
Gated Wye;$130.00

Double Male Coupling;$60.00

DoublejPeinaleGoupling;$65.00
Mysteiy Nozzle(21/2inch);$460.00

Fog Nozzle(1 1/2inch);two at $180.00 each =$360.00

Self-Gohtained Breathing Ap'paratus;five cohiplete

at$1,200.00 each =

■$6,000.00; :

■'rv

;

Sufitotal: '$11,395.00
vlnstructpfGost:''^-'

Instructor; $15.75 per hour at five hours per week for ten weeks == $787.50
.Sub-total;$787.50: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '
■ Total.Gost:^;'

'■

The budget is broken into three primary areas. The first area includes those
personal protection items required to ensure the trainee's safety. The second area
includes those equipment items needed to ensure that proper hands-on training can be

accomplished. The third area covers instructor costs. This budget is based on the retail

purchase price of new personal protection and equipment items. Sales tax has not been

included and could increase the total cost by as much as $1562.00.
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GHAPTERFIVE

Conclusions and Recommendations
Introduction

Included in Chapter Five is a presentation of the conclusions gleamed as a result of
completing this project. Further,the recommendations extracted from this project are
presented. Lastly,the Chapter concludes with a summary.
Conclusions

The conclusion extracted from this projectfollow.

1. Based on the review of the literature and discussion with experts,the Inland Empire
Job Corps Center does not have a currentfire technology course which provides for
certification.

2. Trainees need to expand theirjob search Options and receive training/certification
which will make them employable.
Recommendations

The recommendations resulting from this projectfollow.
1. The curriculum be reviewed and updated annually to ensure that trainees are receiving
the most current instruction possible.

2. Funds be set aside on an annual basis so that when the existing training equipment

needs to be updated/replaced,the money will be available. This strategy will ensure
that the trainees are working with the most up-to-date equipment possible.
Summary

,

Chapter Five reviewed the conclusions derived from the project. Lastly,the
recommendations culminating from this project Were presented.
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APPENDIXES: Basic Firefighting Technology
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APPENDIX A;

Baldy View ROP—Existing Course
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The Baldy View ROP Fire Technology Program is a standard semester course

Vvhich meets twice a week(three hours on Wednesday and five hours oh Saturday).
Wednesday classes are lecture and Saturday classes are demonstration/performance.
There are 5G0 points available and students must earn no less than 350 points to pass the
■course.

Grading Criteria
:Quizzes'

60

Mid Term

50

■Final; .

100

Notebook

70

Interview

10

Ride Along

;

10

50 ■ ■;■; ■ ■ .

Applications/Resume

Skills

■ ■ ■^■ ^". ■ ■■';' 'v

125* ;' ■ ;■■-■ ■'
500 TOTAL

*Skills Consist of:

Agility

10

CPR
Ladders

Hose

Breathing Apparatus

. ■:'25■• . ■:'

.::50'^-''/-

:

^/,20
10

125 TOTAL
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First Class

Instructor will give an overview of the course using the Schedule of Events sheet
which will be given to each student. The instructor will give a short briefing covering

Fire Service History. This part of the lesson should not exceed 30 minutes. The
instructor will cover such key historical events as the instructorfeels are important.
Information for this part of the lesson will comefrom the instructor's general knowledge.
Second Class

Instructor will cover Apparatus Familiarization. Instructor will cover the
following Fire Service vehicles:
Aerial ladder apparatus
Aerial-ladder tower apparatus
Telescoping-aerial apparatus
Articulating-aerial tower apparatus
500 GPM pumper
750 GPM pumper
1000 GPM pumper
250 GPM mini-pumper
Rescue vehicle

Hazmat vehicle

Instructor will use IFSTA Apparatus Familiarization and general knowledge.
Third Class

Instructor will give a briefing covering the different Fire Service Careers.
Instructor will use general knowledge to present this lesson.
Fourth Class

The instructor will conduct the Physical Agility Test and will give a briefing
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Physical Agility Test
*20-foot beam walk
*6-foot wall climb

*20-foot tunnel crawl

*36-foQtladder climb

*pallet cutting with ax

Time limitfor thistest is three minutes. Student may have one re-test if they fail
to meet the time limit.

*Positive Pressure

*Pressure Demand

*Inspection
^Capacity

*Types

. knowledge t::,
■Pifth Glass.

. \'t..,Quiz.#l
Sixth Class

Tour of Ontario Ittternational Airport Fire Station. Instructor will take roll, collect
permission slips, and assist in tour briefing.
Seventh Class
use
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of each piece of equipment. Instriictof will use IFSTA Essentials ofFire Fighting and
general knowledge.

Eighth
Instructor will brief students on Hose Lays and demonstrate the proper procedure
for laying hose.

*StraightLay

"'*Reve^se^Lay^.■:v■'V.^: :■' ■ ^

Instidctor will use lFSTA Hose, IFSTA Essentials of Fire Fighting, and general
;knowledge. '■/;?
Ninth Glass

"^Quiz:#2' - .^; ;;^■ • '''^TenthOass. ■ ■

■Eleventh-Glass' ,V, : '

•

Instructor will brief students onInteiyiew Techniques and Job Applications.

application.
Twelfth Class

*14-foot ladder

:

*24-foot extension ladder
*36-foot extension ladder
*ladder carries
*ladder raises
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Thirteenth Class

Quiz#3
Fourteenth Class

.Fifteenth'Class';/
Mid-Term Exam

.'Sixteenth Classv- /.'

Tour of West Covina Fire Department. Instructor will take roll, collect permission
slips,and assist with tour.
Seventeenth Class

Instructor will brief students on Ropes and Knots. Instructor will also brief
students on Salvage Covers.
*Becket/Sheet Bend Knot
*Bowline Knot

*Glove-Hitch,Kndt

■

*Chimney Hitch Knot
Instructor will demonstrate the proper way to tie each knot and assist students as
they tie each knot. Instructor will demonstrate the use of salvage covers. Instructor will
use

knowledge.

Eighteenth Class
Instructor will continue practical review
Nineteenth Class

Quiz#4
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Twentieth Class

assigned stotiqn chiefs. The instructor will check each ofthe stations to take roll and to
check student performance.
Twenty-fifth Class .

Instructor will review practical exercises and assist students with any problem
/areas.

^

;

Twenty-sixth Class,'
Instructor will give final written exam and practical exam. Those students which
fail to meet minimum practical exam time limits can be given one additional attempt to
pass.

p" -'

Twenty-seventh Class
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APPENDIX B:

Murrieta ROP—Existing Course
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IS a

meets twice a week(two hours on Wednesday and six hours on Saturday). Wednesday

classes are lecture and Saturday classes are demonstration/performance. There are 5(X)
points available and students must earn no less than 350 points to pass the course.
Grading Criteria

,

Quizzes

100

Mid-term
Final

100

CPR
Ladders
Hose

25 ,

Breathing Apparatus

20

Ropes and Knots

Wildland Firefighting Practical

5
150

500 TOTAL POINTS
A =450- 500
B =400 - 499

C =350- 399

V. ^

D =300- 349
F= 299- below

Attendance is mandatory. More than three absences will result in the student being
dropped from the class.
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Section One

The firstsection is two weekslong. This section will include course introduction,

Physical Agility Test
20-foot beam walk
6-foot wall climb
20-foot tunnel crawl

36-f6ot ladder clinib

pallet cutting(use weighted ax)

Time limitfor this test is three minutes. Students who failed to meet the minimum

time limit may have one re-test.
Ropes and knots

Rope: Manila,Sisal,Poly-P,Poly-E, Nylon,Dacron
Elements of a Knot: Bight,Loop,Round Turn
Bowline Knot

■ Clove Hitch , v-,

V \

Square Knot

Figure Eight with Follow Through

Instructor will use IFSTA manual Essentials of Firefighting. Instructor will
demonstrate each knot,then assist students.
Quiz m

Instructor will administer the first 25-question quiz. Students will have 45 minutes
to complete the quiz.
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Section Two

The second section is three weeks long. This section will include CPR^ ladders,

and quiz#4. Instructors will use the appropriate IFSTA manual and personal knowledge.
■■

' .

This lesson will taught by a certified CPR instructor in accordance with the

American Red Cross guidelines. Students which complete this class will receive a CPR
certification card.
Ladders

14-foot roofladder

24-foot extension ladder

36-foot extension ladder
Carries
Flat raise

Beam raise

Instructor will use IFSTA manual Ladders. Instructor will demonstrate each type
of carry and each type of raise,then assist students.
Quiz#2

Instructor will administer second 25 question quiz. Students will have 45 minutes
to complete the quiz.
Section Three

The third section isfive weeks long. This section will include hose,self-contained

breathing apparatus,quiz#3,and the niid-term exam. Instructors will use appropriate
IFSTA manual and personal knowledge.
Hose

Diameters
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Lengths
Gonstructioix

Couplings
Loads

Straight Lay

Reverse Lay

type of hose load and each different type of hoselay,then assist students.

. ■ .■;y,'v';Pressurepemand,;.
■ Positive-Pressure

Inspection Procedures
Donning methods

Instructor will use IFSTA manual Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus. Instructor

will demonstrate donning methods and inspection procedures, then assist students.
Quiz #3

Instructor will administer the third 25-question quiz. Students will have 45
minutes to complete the quiz.
Mid-Term Exam

Instructor will administer the 50 question mid-term exam. Students will have 90
minutes to complete the exam.
Section four

The fourth section is eight weeks long. This section will include wildland

firefighting, quiz #4, and the final exam. Instructors will use appropriate IFSTA manual
and personal knowledge.
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Wildland Firefighting
Fuel

*Ground Fuels

*Surface Fuels
*Crown Fuels

Weather
*Wind

*Temperature
♦Relative Humidity
♦Precipitation

Topography

♦Slope Aspect
♦Local Terrain Features

♦Canyons
Parts of a Wildland Fire
♦Head

♦Finger
♦Rear
♦Flanks
♦Perimeter

♦Spot Fire
Direct Attack

Indirect Attack

Instructor will use IFSTA manual Wildland Firefighting. Instructor will
demonstrate the use of hand tools, then assist students.
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Quiz#4

Instractor wUl adimnister the fourth 25-questiQn qwz. Students will have 45

minutes to complete the quiz.
Final Exam

^

Instructor will adihihister the lOO-question final exam. Students will have 21/2
hours to complete the exam.
Firefightiiig Practical

Students will dernonstrate their ability to cohtrpl ai wildland fire by using hand
tools in both direct attack and an indirect attack. Within the cbntrolled bum training
area,the instructor will set live fire and students will extinguish fires using the methods
learned in previous lessons. The instractor will monitor procedures to ensure that all

sMety requireinents are meet.
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APPENDIX C:

Inland Empire Job Corps Center—New Course
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Inland Empire Job Corps Center Fire Technology Program
The Inland Empire Job Corps Center(lEJCC)Fire Technology Program is divided

into ten independent blocks. Vocational programs atlEJCC are designed around a
flexible schedule,with some trainees attending training classes daily while other trainees
may only attend training classes every other week. As each trainee completesthe
required competencies in each block ofinstruction they are signed-off as complete.
When the trainee completes all ten blocks ofinstruction they are certified as a Fire
Fighter I. The ten blocks ofinstruction which a trainee must complete for certification
are fire chemistry,suppression techniques,salvage and overhaul, ventilation,rescue,fire

hose,hose lays,ladders,breathing apparatus,and ground cover fires. Reihediation is

provided for those trainees which may experience problems completing a block of
instruction.

Lesson Plan-Fire Chemistry
Lesson Title: Fire Chemistry
Instructor: Staff

Teaching Method: Formal Lecture
References:(IFSTA essentials offirefighting. 1994).
Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard

Lesson Objectives: The objectives ofthis lesson are for each trainee to define(1)the

fire tetrahedron,(2)the three phases of a fire,and(3)the three forms ofextingushment.
Samples of behavior:
1. State that the fire tetrahedron is a four sided figure representing fuel,temperature,
oxygen,and the uninhibited chemical chain reaction.

2. Identify that the three phases of a fire are incipient phase,free-burning phase,and
smoldering phase.
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3v identify that the three forals of

by teraperature reduction,fuel

rentovai and oxygen dilution.
Organizational Pattern: Topical

Strategy; This lecture will cover three significantfactors relating to fire chemistry. I

use a topical development because each ofthe three significantfactors may be taught
independently. Due to limited time and the unfamiliarity of the trainees with the
material,I will use a formal lecture.
Lesson Outline:
1. Fire Tetrahedron

The initiation of eombustion requires the conversion offuel into the gaseous state

by heating. The second phase in initiating combustion is the mixture ofthe fuel vapor
with an oxidizef. The naixtiire ofthe fuel vapor and air must be within the flammable
range. The upper and lower limits of concentration of vapor in air will allow flame

propagation when contacted by a source of ignition. When the proper fuel vapor and air
mixture has been achieved,it must then be raised to its ignition temperature. The

flaming mode of combustion is represented by the tetrahedron(a four sided figure) with

the four sides representing fuel,temperature,oxygen,and the uninhibited chemical chain
reaction.
2. Three Phases of a Fire

Incipient Phase:

In the first phase,the oxygen contentin the air has not been significantly reduced

and the fire is producing water vapor(H20),carbon dioxide(C02),perhaps a small

quantity of sulfur dioxide(S02),carbon monoxide(CO),and other gases. Some heatis
being generated,and the amount will increase with the progress ofthe fire. The fire may
be producing aflame temperature well above 1,000 F,yet the temperature in the room at
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this stage may be only slightly increased.
Free-Buming Stage:

The second phase of burhihg MGompasses aU^^p^

free-buming activities ofthb

fire. During this phase,oxygen-rich air is drawn into theflame as convection(the rise of
heated gaSes)carries the heat to the uppermost regions ofthe confined area. The heated

gases spread outlaterallyfrom the top downward,fbrcihg the cooler air to seek lower
levels,and eventually igniting all the conlbustible material in the upper levels ofthe

room. The heated air is one of the reasons thatfirefighters are taught to keep low and
use protective breathing equipment. One breath of this superheated air can sear the
lungs. At this point,the temperature in the upper regions can exceed 1,300F. As the fire

prbgresses through the latter stages of this phase,it continues to consume the free oxygen
until it reaches the point whpre there is insufficient oxygen to react with the fuel. The
fire is then reduced to smoldering phase and needs only a supply of oxygen to bum

rapidly or explode.

Smoldering Phase:
In the third phase,flame may cease to existifthe area ofconfineinent is
sufficieiitly airtight,: In this instance, burning is reduced tp glowing embers. The rpom

becomes completely filled with dense smoke and gasesto Ae extent thatitisfbreedij^om
all cracks under piressure. Thefire will continue tosmblder,and the room will
completely fill with dense smoke and gases of combustion at a temperature of well over

1,000F. The intense heat will have vaporized the lighterfuel fractions such as hydrogen
and methanefrom the combustible material in theroom. These fuel gases will be added

to those produced by the fire and will further increase the hazard to the firefighter and
create the possibility of a baCkdraft.
3. Three Forms ofExtingushment
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One ofthe most cbnimon niethods of extinguishment is by cooling with water.
The process of extinguishment by cooling is dependent on cooling the fuel to a point
where it does not produce sufficient vapor to bum. Based on fuel types and vapor

production,solid fuels and liquid fuels with high flash points can be extinguished by
cooling. Low flash point liquids and flammable gases cannot be extinguished by cooling
with water as vapor production cannot be sufficiently reduced. Reduction of temperature
is dependent on the application of an adequate flow in proper form to establish a negative
heat balance.

Extinguishment by Fuel Removal:
In some cases,a fire is effectively extinguished by removing the fuel source. Fuel

removal may be accomplished by stopping the flow ofliquid or gaseousfuel or by
removing solid fuel in the path of the fire. Another method offuel removal is to allow
the fire to bum until ail fiiel is consumed.
Extinguishment by Oxygen Dilution:

The method of extinguishment by oxygen dilution is the reduction of the oxygen
concentration to the fire area. Oxygen dilution can be accomplished by introducing an

inert gas into the fire or by separating the oxygen from the fuel. The oxygen dilution
method of extinguishment will not work on self-oxidizing materials or on certain metals

as they are oxidized by carbon dioxide or nitrogen,the two most common extinguishing

Evaluation: Ten question exam with no errors(remediation until mastered).
Lesson Plan-Suppression Techniques
Lesson Title: Suppression Techniques
Instructor: Staff
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Teaching Method: Fonnal Lecture

Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard

Lesson Objectives: The objective ofthis lesson is for each trainee to define the three

Sample ofBehavior:

1. State that three suppression techniques used to suppress a Glass A fire are the
direct attack,the indirect attack,and the combination attack.

2. Select under which conditions each ofthe three suppression techniques would be
employed.

OrganizationalPattern: Topical

Strategy: This lecture will cover the three suppi;ession techniques used to suppfess a
Class A fire under which conditions methods would be selected. I use a topical

development because each ofthe three rnethods may be taughtindependently. Due to

limited time and the unfamiliarity of the trainees with the material,I will use aformal
Tecturef

Lesson Outline:
^Direct Attack;

:

The most efficient use of water on freebuming fires is made by a direct attack from

a close position with a solidstream or a penetratingfog pattern on the base ofthe fire.

The watershouid be applied directly on the burningfuels in short bursts until thefire
darkens down. Streams should not be applied for too long a time or the thermal balance

will be upset. Thermal balance is the mqyementofheated gases toward the ceiling and

areas of the confined space. If water streams are applied for an excessive length oftime.
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the streams begins to condense causing the smoke to drop rapidly to the floor and move
sluggishly thereafter.
Indirect Attack

When firefighters are unable to enter the structure due to intense conditions in
confined locations,an indirect attack can be made. An indirect attack is not desirable

where victims may yet be trapped or where the spread offire to uninvolved areas cannot
be contained. The nozzle setting will range from a penetrating fog to moderate angle fog
and should be directed at the ceiling and played back and forth in the super heated gases
at the ceiling level. Directing the stream into the superheated atmosphere near the

ceiling results in the production oflarge quantities of steam. One cubic foot of water

(7,4 gallons)completely vaporized will create 1700 cubic feet of steam. The stream
should be shut down before disturbing the thermal balance. Once the fire has been
darkened down the hoseline can be advanced to extinguish any remaining hot spots with
a direct attack.

Combination Attack

The combination method utilizes the steam generating technique of ceiling level
attack combined with an attack on materials burning near the floor level. The nozzle

may be moved in a'T,Z,or 0'pattern starting with a penetrating fog directed into the

heated gases at the ceiling level and then dropped down to attack the combustibles
burning near the floor level. The'O' pattern ofthe combination attack is probably the

mostfamiliar and mostfrequently abused method ofattack. When performing the'O'
pattern the stream should be directed at the ceiling and rotated clockwise with the stream
edge reaching the ceiling, wall,floor,and opposite wall. Keep in mind that applying
water to smoke does not extinguish the fire and only causes unnecessary water damage
and disturbance of the thermal balance.
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Evaluation: Ten question exam with no errors(remediation until mastered).
Lesson Plan-Salvage and Overhaul
Lesson Title: Salvage and Overhaul
Instructor: Staff

Teaching Method: Formal Lecture

References: (IFSTA salvage and overhaul. 19941.

Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard and salvage cover
Lesson Objectives: The objectives ofthis lesson are for each trainee to define(1)
salvage and(2)overhaul.
Samples ofBehavior:

1. State that salvage consists ofthose methods and operating procedures allied to

firefighting which aid in reducing fire, water,and smoke damage during and after
fires.

2. State that overhaul consists of the search for and extinguishmentof hidden or
remaining fires, placing the building,its contents,and the fire area in a safe
condition; determining the cause of the fire; and recognizing and preserving any
evidence of arson.

Organizational Pattern: Topical

Strategy: This lecture will cover methods of salvage and overhaul. I use a topical
development because both methods may be taughtindependently. Additionally,I will
demonstrate the deployment of a salvage cover. Due to limited time and the
unfamiliarity ofthe trainees with the material,I will use a formal lecture.
Lesson Outline:

1. Salvage

Salvage work in the fire service consists of those methods and operating
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procedures allied to firefighting whicli aid in reducihg fire, water,and smpke damage
during and after fires. A portion of these damages can be attributed to the necessary
operations of applying water, ventilating a building,and searching for fires throughout a
structure. These procedures cannot be entirely eliminated, but improved techruquesin

fire extinguishment plus prompt and effective use of good salvage procedures result in a
more systematic approach to minimized these losses. Some damage can be averted by

either covering or removing property and deviating water outside the structure.
2. Overhaul

i\;. '' .

Overhaul operations consist of the search for and extinguishment of hidden or
remaining fires; placing the building,its contents,and the fire area in a safe condition;

determining the cause of the fire; and recognizing and preserving any evidence of arson.
Salvage and overhaul may sometimes be performed simultaneously, but overhaul
generally follows salvage operations. When effective salvage procedures precede a
thorough and systematic overhaul,the result will have a significant effect upon reducing

the extent of the loss and facilitate prompt remediation of the property to full productive
use.

:/

'

Evaluation: Ten question exam with no enors(remediation until mastered).
Lesson Pian-Ventilation

Lesson Title: Ventilation
Instructor: Staff

Teaching Method: Formal Lecture
References: tIFSTA salvage and overhaul. 1994).
Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard and 15 minute ventilation video

Lesson Objectives: The objectives of this lesson are for each trainee to define(1)the
need for ventilation,(2)vertical ventilation,and(3)horizontal ventilation.
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Samples ofBehavior:

1. State that ventilation increases visibility for quicker location of the seat of the fire and
channels away hot,toxic gases.

2. Identify that vertical ventilation is achieved by channeling smoke and gases through
an opening at the highest part of a structure.
3. Identify that horizontal ventilation is achieved by channeling smoke and gases

through openings located on the fire floor.
Organizational Pattern: Topical

Strategy: This lecture will cover three significantfactors relating to ventilation. I use a

topical development because each of these three significantfactors may be taught
independently. A 15 minute video on ventilation will be shown. Due to limited time and

the unfamiliarity ofthe trainees with the material,I will use a formal lecture.
Lesson Outline;
1. Need for ventilation

Ventilation is the systematic removal of heated air,smoke,and gasesfrom a
structure,followed by the replacement of a supply of cooler air, which facilitates other
fire fighting priorities.

The importance of ventilation cannot be overlooked. Ventilation provides

visibility for quicker location of the seat of the fire. Ventilation decreases the danger to
trapped occupants by channeling away hot,toxic gases and it reduces the chance of

backdraft. Unfortunately,ventilation may be misunderstood by the public because it
requires doing limited damage to a building; but it results in a much larger reduction in
damage.

Prompt ventilation for the saving oflives,suppression offires,and reduction of
damage becomes more important every day. Recent research has indicated that modem
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energy cons^ervatian pQlicies may he creating additiqOal ventyatipn

increased insniatian r^Quimmenta' Thiiis hecanse^theinWation wiU

betterand will raise thetenaperature ofeombustpjlesin thefire mea toigm
temperature and mayeausefjashover to-occur mucbiasterr Therefqre,the needfor

-in the piast. ■Insidatidhinstalledpyer.rodfiiO¥edngsdfiiie-mt^

effectively retain,heatand may redace the firerating drasticallycausingprematurerOof
■■-failure.

-V;/

■;^,\' ■ ■ ■^

^

2, VerticatVehtiMtion

Verticalventilatimiaachievedby channeling smoke and ga&es- thrQuglr an
openingat-the highest part ofajstructnre. Vertical ventilationahouldnev-er he usedif the

fire isrbdre thantwo storiesbel-Qw thehighestpartof (he i^ructure to ensure that flam^
menotanc^dintoa unhurned upperJeyr^

Inorder to properly ventilate a roof^ the firefighter mustunderstand thebasic types

and designs of roofs. Theiirefighteris concerned with three p^

constmction. The three types of roof ccmstmctiQnare flat^pitched,^ and arched styles.
3. Horizontal Ventilation

openingslocated on the fire floon The firststepinhorizontal v^entilatidnis to open the
Upper windows on the leeward side of the structure. The second step inhorizontal

ventilationisto open theiower windows on the windward-side of (hestructure. By
opening(he leeward side windows firsts the fire isnot given anmflux of freshox-ygen.Evaluatinn: Ten question exam withno errors {remediation untilmastered).
/: ;;'EessoaBlaiirRfis«uije
/'lesMn Titim ..Rescue . ■ ■ ■ ■
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^

Instructor: Staff

Teaching Method: Formal Lecture

Reference: tIFSTA rescue procedures. 1992).
Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard and 30 minute rescue video

Lesson Objectives: The objective of this lesson isfor each trainee to define personal
protection for firefighters during rescue operations.
Sample ofBehavior: State that a firefighter needs protection against the weather,
excessive heat,and fire gases,and should not take unnecessary chances.

Organizational Pattern: Topical
Strategy: This lecture will cover firefighter personal protection during rescue

operations. I use a topical development because each protective action may be taught

independently,a 30 minute video on rescue procedures will be shown. Due to limited
time and the unfamiliarity ofthe trainees with the material,I will use a formal lecture.
Lesson Outline:

Firefighter Personal Protection
Rescue procedures cover a wide area of training requirements. These procedures
include such areas as the type ofrescue to perform;from a burning or collapsed

structure,from a wrecked vehicle,or trapped underground. Also included are different
search patterns, victim carries,and specialized equipment. Regardless of the type of
rescue being performed,personal protection for firefighters during a rescue operation is
absolutely necessary.

A firefighter needs a protection against the weather,excessive heat,and fire gases,
and should not take unnecessary chances during rescue operations. Standard firefighting

clothing,such as helmet,coat, pants, gloves,and rubber boots will provide fair body
protection,and boots should be equipped with steel insoles to protect the feetfrom
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puncture woundsv The lungs and respiratory tract are probably more vulnerable toinjury
than any other body area. The iiso ofself-contained protective breathing equi]pineh^^
should be required. A forcible entry tool should be carried by the rescuer to aid entry

and mostimportant to allow egressifa nieans ofretreat is cut off. In addition,a helmet
or belt light should be carried.

y

Evaluation: Ten question exam with no errors(rernediatipn until mastered).
Lesson Plan-Fire Hose

Lesson'Titler^Fire/hose X'-,
Instructor: Staff

^/Teachihg.Methdd:yE^bnai:Lecture,,'\:)y
References: (IFSTA hose practice. 1994).
Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard and cross-section offire hose

Lesson Objectives: The objective of this lesson isfor each trainee to define the basic

Samples ofBehavior: State that three basic construction methods offire hose are ;
braided, wrapped,and woven.

Prgattizatipnal Pattern: Topical
Strategy: This lecture will cover the three basic methods offire hose construction. I use

Additionally,I will show cross-section offire hose. Due to limited time and the

unfamiliarity ofthe trainees with the material,I will use aformal lecture.
Lesson Outline:
Fire Hose

The term fire hose identifies a type offlexible tube used by firefighters to carry

water under pressure from the source of supply to a point where it is discharged. In
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order to be reliable,fire hose should be constructed of the best materials and should not

be used for purposes other than firefighting. Fire hose is the most used item in the fire
service and the way in which it is used requires it to be flexible, watertight, have a
smooth lining, and a durable covering.

Fire hose is classified by its size(inside diameter)and by material from which it is
constructed. Present-day fire hose is made of many materials which may be susceptible
to deterioration and wear,and it can be made is several grades and degrees of quality.
The three basic construction methods offire hose are braided, wrapped,and woven.

Some of the major fibers being used in the construction of the outerjacket of a fire hose
are cotton, nylon,rayon,vinyl,and polyester fibers. Fire hose is usually cut and coupled

into lengths of50feetfor convenience of handling and replacement, but other lengths
can be obtained. Hydrant supply hoses can be as short as four feet,and brush hose comes

in lengths of 100feet. Several importantfacts to remember include that fire hose must
withstand relatively high pressures,be able to transport water with a minimum loss in
pressure,and be sufficiently flexible to permitloading into a hose compartment without
occupying excessive space.
Evaluation: Ten question exam with no errors(remediation until mastered).
Lesson Plan-Hose Lays

Lesson Title: Hose Lays
Instructor: Staff

Teaching Methods: Demonstration-performance
References: (IFSTA hose practices. 1994).

Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard,5(X)GPM pumper,1000feet2 1/2inch fire hose.

Lesson Objectives: The objectives of this lesson are for each trainee to lay out500feet
of2 1/2inch hose in a forward lay and 500feet of2 1/2inch hose in a reverse lay.
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Each hose lay must be accomplished,without error, within 30seconds.

Organizational Pattern; Sequential
Strategy; T

demonstration-performance will cover both the forward lay and the

reverse lay. I use sequential development because both types of hoselays have the same

basic procedures. I will first demonstrate both hose lays,then each trainee will perform
the demonstrated hose lay.
Lesson Outline;

The forward lay consists ofstopping the fire apparatus at the water supply spiirce

ahd permittiiig the hydrant person to safety leave the fire apparatus and secure the hosej
after which the apparatus proceeds to the firelaying either a single or dual line of hose.

Sometimes it isjnecessary to placefire apparatiis at the source of water Supply to
feed the hoselines with adequate pressure and volume. This operation makes it necessary

for the pumper to lay hoselines in reverse(from the fire tO the water supply source).
Because ofits nature,it became known as the 'Reverse Lay.' The operation consists of

stopping the fire apparatus so thata sufficient aniOunt of hose may be removedfrom the
hose bed offire apparatus, All tools thatinay be required atthe fire should be unloaded
in a safe convenient place before the fire apparatus leaves the scene since the fire

apparatus is to remain at the water supply source.
Evaluation: Ten question exarb with no errOrs(remediation until mastered). Timed

performance within specified time limits(remediation until mastered).
Lesson Plan-Ladder Practices
Lesson Title; Ladder Practices
Instructor; Staff

Teaching Method; Demonstration-Performance
References: ITRSTA ladder practices. 1994V
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Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard,30 minute ladder practices video,and 24-foot
extension;ladder,,

Lesson Objectives; The objectives of this lesson are for each trainee to position and
raise a 24-foot extensionladder. The ladder mnstbe positioned and raised without error
•withinfivenainutes.

Organizational Pattern: Sequential

Strategy: This demonstration-performance will cover both the positioning and ra,ising
of the ladder, I use a sequential development because each step rnust be learned in order.
I will show the 30 minute ladder practices video followed by a denionstration of both

positioning theladder and raising the ladder,then trainee will position attd raise the
ladder,-';
Lesson Outline:

Although the many subdivisions offirefighting activities requited firefighters to
use a variety of tools and device,fire serviceladders are essentialin the performance of

the two majorfire protection functions ofsaving lives and extinguishing fire. Fire

service ladders are similar to any other ladder in shape,design,and purpose,butthe way
in which they are used requires them to beconstructed under rigid specifications. Fire

service ladders range from t4-foot roofladders to 50-foot extensioh laddersi The fire

service also uses vehicle naouhted aerial which rangein lengthsfrom 65to 135feet. Fim

service ground ladders,like fire hOse,are considerably more thanjust a tool or appliance,
since special training for individual skills and team performance is required for their

efficient use atfire. Mechanical power has made possible the use of power-operated

aerial ladders and elevating platforms,but hand-operated ground ladders will always be
relied upon by firefighters to gain access to areas which cannot be reached by normal
■means.- ' ■
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Evaluation; Ten question exam with no errors(remediation until mastered). Timed
perforhaance within specified time limits(reniediation until naastered).
Lesson Plan-Brnathing Apparatus

L<^on Title: Breathing Apparatus
Instructor: staff

Teaching Method: Demonstration-Petformance

References: flFSTA self-contained breathing apparatus. 1988T

Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard,20 minute yided,and self-contained breathing

;apparatus.^■ ;^l:■).^^
Lesson Objectives: The objectives of this lesson are for each trainee to inspect and don

a self-eontained breathing apparatus. The breathing appanatiis must be donned withdut
error within one minute.

OrganizationalPattern: Sequential

iStrategy: This demdnstration-performance willcover both the inspection procedures
and donning prdcedures of the sClf-containedbreathing apparatus, Iuse a sequential

development because each step must be learnedinorder. Iwill show the 20 minute
self-contained breathingapparatus video followed by a demdnstration of both the
inspection procedures and donning procedures, then trainee will inspect and don the
Self-contained breathing apparatus.
Lesson Outline:

Special attention should be devoted to protective breathing equipment. The lungs
and respiratory tract are probably more vulnerable to injury than any other body area,

and the gases encounteredin association with fire are, for the most part, dangerous in one
way or another. A fundamental rule in firefighting is that no one be permitted to enter a
building that is charged with smoke and gas unless equipped with a self-contained
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Jbreathing apparatus. Failure to use this equipment may incapacitate firefighters and
could lead to the failure or rescue attempts.

Thp demand regulator type ofself-contained breathing equipment providesface
and respiratory protection for the user,butis limited to the amount of air or oxygen that

is carried in the supply c|ylindler(about25 nainute

This equipmentconsists essentially

ofa fullfaceniask,corrugated flexible breathing tube,demand regulator,air or oxygen
supply cylinder,and harness, Most positive-pressure units look almost exactly like the
standard dbmand units. The cylinder and backpack asseniblies are similar. The major

difference is thatin the positive-pressure unitthe diaphragmin the regulator is held open

to create a slight pressure in the low-pressure hose and facepiece. The pressure inside
the facepiece is slightly higher than atriiospheric pressure, preventing the entry ofsmoke
particles and toxic gases. Some positive-pressure units can be converted to demand units
by activating a switch.

Evaluation: Ten question exam with no errors(remediation until rnastered). Timed

performance within specified timeslimits(remediation until mastered).
Lesson Plan-Ground Cover Fires
Lesson Title: Ground Cover Fires

,:Instructorr 'Staff

A,

Teaching Method: Formal lecture

References: IIFSTA ground cover fires. 1988t.
Aids and Handouts: Whiteboard

Lesson Objectives: The objectives of this lesson are for each trainee to define(1)the
three fuel types,(2)the four weather aspects,(3)the three topography features,and(4)
the two methods of attack used on a ground cover fire.
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Samples ofBehavior:

:2

precipitatioBu

3^ Identify thatthe three topopapliy feature are
, canyons.

OrgaiiizajiohalP^erii: TopicaJ
ad cover fires. I
use a

ludepeudently

Leseson Otttlme:

I. Three Fuel Types

readily.

2. Four We^erAspects

combustion. Medium and lar^e-sizefires may create their own winds.

affects the

a result oflong-term drying,
tis

xOntentof'theirown.'

Precipitation-largely determihes the moisture cQntent of live fuels. Although dead flash

•Si^ThreeTpppgraphyfeatures';;,
Slope Aspect4s the direction the slopesfacesv Fidl sputheni exposures(north ofthe

equator)receive more of the sun's directrays and thefefore receive more heat. Ground
coversfires typicklly burn faster oh soiithern exposures.

Local Terrain Features-directiy affect air mpvemehts. Obstructions,such as ridges,trees.

Wind

mpyement can be critical in chutes ofsteep'V drainage's. These terrain features create

turbulent updrafts causing a chimney effect. Fires in these chutes or drainage's can

hpread at an extrettiely fast rate and are Very dangerpus,
'4,-"TwpMethods-pf Attack:
Direct Attack:

\

'v

flames.'

Indirect Attack:

from the advancing fire to halt its prpgress,and is generally used againstfires that are
either'too hot','too fast',or too big,' Since a ground cover fire is constantly changing,
it is quite possible to begin with one attackmethod and end with another.

Evaluation: Ten question exam with no eirPfs(remediation untilmastered).
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